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Abstract. In various considerations of computer science (for instance in image processing and 
databases) one faces the following situation: given a set (of points or of documents), one considers 
a descending sequence of equivalence relations ('approximation spaces of order ~'). These 
equivalence r lations determine a sequence of closure operations Cli. Given a set X, the approxima- 
tion sequence of X is simply (Cli(X))i<e. We characterize here those sets X which satisfy the 
condition: X = N{CIi(X) : i < ~}. 
O. Iatroductiou and motivation 
Our motivation comes from two sources. One has to do with image processing, 
the other with databases. Let us consider first the following situation: given a 
2-dimensional b ack-and-white image in a unit square, we may simply identify it 
with the subset X of the square consisting of'black' points. Consider now a sequence 
of grids with squares of decreasing size and associate with each grid the following 
approximating image: a square in the grid is colored black itt it contains at least 
one black point of the original image X. We leave out the details of the treatment 
of border points, which can easily be specified. Alternatively, we may consider the 
sequence of approximating quads (cf. [1, 6, 11]): given a quad describing the set 
X, consider the sequence consisting of reducts of that quad to level n, n < ~ (i.e., 
subtrees with nodes of depth at most n, for given n < ~) where leaves corresponding 
to gray nodes are repainted black (and the resulting quad is then, if necessary, 
reduced, i.e., any node whose children are all black is repainted black and the 
children are chopped off). 
Denote now by CIi(X) the ith approximation of X (which is in fact the closure 
of X in an appropriate toplogy, cf. [3, 9]). We are interested in the answer to the 
following question: which sets of points X have the property 
X = N{CI,{X) : i < ~}. 
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The second example is taken from the considerations related to relational 
databases (of. [4, 10]). Let r be an instance of a scheme R(U) .  Let x G r be any 
collection of tuples. Every subset V G U determines an equivalence relation Ev in 
r as follows: 
t, Ev t,[ v ]  = v].  
Now, let U = {a~: i < st}. For a given n < s ¢, let V. = {a~: i <~ n} and define now E, as 
follows: 
t, E .  tl[ v . ]  = v,,]. 
The sequence (E,,:n < ~) consists of descending equivalence relations and, again, 
determines an approximation space of order ~:. With every i < ~: we associate the 
closure relation CI~ and again we are interested in characterizing those sets X_  r 
which have the property: 
x =A(C l , (X )  : i < g}. 
The paper consists of two sections. In Section 1 we will introduce the notion of 
an approximation sequence and investigate its basic properties. In Section 2 we will 
characterize the sets X which possess the approximation property. 
| .  Approximation sequences and the finite case 
Let A be a set (think of A as the set of points of the unit square or a collection 
of tuples), and let X G A. Assume that we are given a descending sequence of 
equivalence r lations, (Ei : i < s¢), where ~: is either a natural number or to (the order 
type of natural numbers). By this we mean that i < j~E j  ~_ Ei. In particular, the 
equivalence classes o.f Ej are included in the corresponding classes of Ei. 
With every relation Ei we associate a topology Oi in A as follows: the interior 
Ii(X) is the union of the equivalence classes of E~ completely included in X. 
Equivalently, the corresponding closure operation CI~(X) consists of the union of 
those equivalence classes which contain at least one point of X. Our assumption 
that the sequence (E,: i < s r) is decreasing implies that for every X the corresponding 
sequence of interiors (weakly) increases and the sequence of closures decreases. 
Notice that, in addition, the sequence (E~ : i < ~:) determines its lower bound in the 
lattice of equivalence relations in A. 
The topologies O~ are quite similar to the discrete topology: every open set is 
closed. The one-element sets however are not, in general, closed. The language of 
topology is used below only to simplify our considerations and to provide useful 
terminology. 
The boldface letter X (possibly with an index) is reserved for sequences (T~ : i < ~:) 
of subsets of A such that T~ is closed in the ith topology. 
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Given X c_ A we say that the sequence Xx is its approximation sequence if, for 
all i < ~:, T~ = CI~(X). The sequence X is an approximation sequence if X = Xx for 
some X __ A. 
We have the following property. 
Proposition 1.1. I f  there exists X c_ A such that X = Xx,  then there exis.ts the largest 
such X' .  
Proof. Given X, consider the collection consisting of all X such that X = Xx. Let 
X '  be the union of this collection. One easily proves that X = Xx, and clearly, by 
construction, X '  is the largest set with this property. [] 
Proposition 1.1 implies the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.2. I f  X is an approximation sequence and T= NX,  then X = XT and T 
is the largest set for which X is the approximation sequence. 
Proof. Let X = (T~ : i < ~:), T = N{ T~: i < ~:}. Pick the largest X for which X is the 
approximation sequence. We show that T = X. Indeed, X ~ T~ for every i<  ~: and 
consequently, X _ T. On the other hand, T_c T, hence Cli(T) __q CI~(T~) = T~. Hence, 
Cl i(T) = T~ for every i < ~:. This means that X = XT and since X is the largest set 
for which X is an approximation sequence, T c_ X. [] 
Let us now describe a procedure P for deciding whether the sequence X is an 
approximation sequence. The procedure is valid both for infinite and for finite 
(in which case it becomes entirely constructive as long as the set A and the relations 
Ei are effective). 
Procedure P. 
Inputs: (a) the sequence X = (T~: i < ~), 
(b) the sequence E = (E, : i < ~), 
(c) the set A. 
Output: decision for whether there exists a set X c_ A such that X = Xx. 
Compute the intersection T = A{ T~: i < ~:}. Compute for every i < ~ the set CIi(T). 
Check whether T~ = Cli(T) for every i < ~. If so, the answer is "yes". Otherwise the 
answer is "no".  
Proposition 1.2 immediately results in the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.3. The procedure P correctly computes whether X is an approximation 
sequence. 
A word is in order as to what we mean here by computation. We intend it to 
mean computability by means of primitive recursive set functions [2]. The computa- 
tion belongs, of course, to the least primitive recursively closed set containing all 
three inputs. 
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In case of finite ~, the sequence X possesses a last element, say T,. In that case 
the approximation sequence looks as follows: the last term T, is closed in the nth 
topology and all the preceding terms of the sequence are its closures in the ith 
topologies, i<  n. In this case, T=(']{T~: i<~} (~= n+l  here) simply means that 
T=T, .  
The class of sets X such that X = Xx was discussed in detail in [3]. 
2. The kernels of approximation sequences 
For our main question, the discussion at the end of Section 1 shows that the case 
< ~o is obvious. Notice also that, as long as we deal with a denumerable ~, we can 
restrict ourselves to the cases of ~r finite and ~: = ~o (because very denumerable limit 
ordinal has cofinality oJ). Finally, it is of no interest for applications when ~ is 
nondenumerable. Thus, in this section we examine the case of ~ = oJ. 
Now, let us consider descending sequence of equivalence relations (E~:i < oJ) 
and its glb E ,  =N{Ei :  i<o~}. We associate with the relation E,o a topology (as 
before) called the ~oth topology. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  X is a sequence, then ("IX is closed in the ~oth topology. 
ProoL Pick a e l - IX  and consider [a].,. Since a ~ T~ for all i e ~, [a]ic_ T~. But 
[a ]o ,~[a] ,  hence, [a]o,~_f'-]{Ti:i<oJ}. [] 
A tree T on A is a set consisting of finite sequences (K1 , . . . ,  K,)  where every 
Ki is an equivalence class of Ei and K, c_. • • _ K~, which is closed under initial 
sequences (i.e., (K , , . . . ,  K,) ~ T and i < n implies (K~, . . . ,  Ki) ~ T). This construct 
is similar to one appearing in investigations of descriptive set theory [5], which is, 
as we will see below, no accident. 
A branch B through T is a sequence (K , :n<~o)  such that, for all j~  o~, 
(K1 , . . . ,  Kj) e T. Given a branch B through T, define I(B) = N{K~: i < ~o}. 
We have the following useful lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  I( B) # O, then there is a unique equivalence class [b],o such that 
I(B)=[b],o. 
Consequently, the intersection of a branch is either empty or consists of one 
equivalence class of E, .  
I f  T is a tree, define S(T) = t..]I(B), where the union is extended through all the 
branches of T. 
Let X be a sequence (T,: i < ~o) with T~ closed in the ith topology. The tree of X, 
denoted Tx, consists of finite descending sequences ( [a ]~, . . . ,  [a ] , )  where n < ~0, 
a ~ Tn. Finally, set Tx = S(Tx). 
Lemma 2.2 immediately implies the following corollary. 
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Corollary 2.3. Tx is to-closed. 
The set Tx, however, can be characterized in the following fashion. 
Proposition 2.4. Tx=f"~X. 
Proof. (__): Tx is the union of I(B) for B a branch Tx. Hence, it is enough to 
show that for each branch B of Tx, I(B) c_ {"IX. This, however, is immediate. 
(_~): I f  a eNX,  then a determines its canonical branch, Bo =( [a ]~: i<  to). As 
a ~ NX, ae  T~ for every i < to, hence, [a]~ __ T~. Hence, Ba is a branch through Tx, 
aeI(Ba),  and so ae Tx. [] 
We now introduce the basic notion of this paper: a set Z ~ A is diagonally closed 
if and only if  it satisfies the following condition: for every choice of a sequence 
(a~: i < to) of elements of Z, if ([a~]~: i < to) is a descending sequence of sets and 
A{[aJ ,  : i < oJ} = [b]0", then b ~ Z. 
One easily proves that the diagonal closedness is equivalent to the following 
property of  set Z: for every choice of a sequence (ai : i < to) of elements of Z, if b 
possesses the property (for every i < to, b E~ ai), then b ~ Z. 
We immediately have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. l f  Z is diagonally closed, then it is to-closed. 
Proof. If a E`0 b, then, for all n ~ to, a E, b and the sequence ([a]n : n < to) converges 
to [b]0". Hence, if Z is diagonally closed and a ~ Z, then choosing a,, = a we have 
that ([a~]~ : i < to) converges to [b]0", hence, b e Z. [] 
The property of diagonal closedness i stronger than that of to-closedness. To see 
this, consider the Cantor space 2 `0 of infinite binary sequences and consider the 
sequence of equivalence relations E~ on 2 °' defined as follows: 
sE, t ¢=~ sl i=t[ i .  
It is easy to see that the equivalence relation E0" determined by the sequence 
(E~: i < oJ) is trivial and so the ~o-topology is the discrete topology. The notion of 
diagonally closed set on the other hand coincides now with that of closed set in 
Cantor's topology on 2`0 (in which basic clopen sets are determined by initial finite 
sequences). This needs a proof, following from Proposition 2:4 and which we leave 
for a curious reader. 
Proposition 2.6. I f  A = 2% and (Ei : i < to) is defined as above, then the class of 
diagonally closed sets coincides with the sets closed in Cantor's topology. 
Exactly the same phenomenon occurs for the set to0" of all sequences of natural 
numbers under the Baire topology, with the relations Ei defined as above. 
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The above example (Cantor set) also shows that the approximation sequences 
do not form, in general, a sub-Post algebra of the Post algebra of [7, 8] even though 
they do form a sub-semilattice. In other words, the approximation sequences are 
not closed under 'coordinatewise intersections'. To see this consider two one-element 
sets: {(1, 0, 0, 0, . . . )} and {(1, 1, 1,...)} from 2 `°. When the approximation sequences 
are computed we get 
X1 = (U~, Ul,o,//1,o,o,...) and X2 = (//1, UI,~, Wl,l,1,...) 
(where Us = {t:s is an initial segment of t}). But X1 ^ X2 = (U1,0, 0 , . . . )  which is 
clearly not an approximation sequence. 
Given an approximation sequence X, its kernel is simply f")X. We are now ready 
to prove the following theorem characterizing the kernels. 
Theorem 2.7. A subset Z ~ A is a kernel of an approximation sequence if and only if 
it is diagonally closed. 
Proof. (~) :  Let Z = A{CI,(Z) : i < to} and let (as: i < to) be a sequence of elements 
of Z satisfying the condition: i < j~[a j ]~ ~ [ai]i. If the sequence ([ai]~ : i < to) conver- 
ges to [b]o,, then [b]~ = [ai]s. As [as]s ~ CI~(Z), we have that [b],, ~ [a,]~ c Cli(Z). 
Hence, [b]~, _ N(CI , (Z)  : i < to}, i.e., b e Z. 
(~) :  Assume now that Z is diagonally closed. In particular CI`O(Z) = Z. Consider 
T = A{CI,{Z) : i < to}. Clearly, Z ___ T. Pick now an a ~ T. Then a ~ CI~(Z) for all 
i ~ to. Hence, there exists, for every i < to, an element as ~ Z such that a ~ [a~]~. Since 
a ~ [a~+l]s+l c~ [as]s, the sequence ([ai]s : i < to) is descending and so it converges to 
[a]~, (by Lemma 2.2). As Z is diagonally closed, a ~ Z. As a was arbitrary, T__q Z 
and so Y=Z.  [] 
Actually, our Proposition 2.6 was not accidental. Let us define Clac(X) as 
["]{CI,(X) : i < to}. The following proposition says says that Clac is in fact a closure 
operation in the sense of Kuratowski. 
Proposition 2.8. (1) X c_ Gift(X). 
(2) Cldc(Cldc(X))=Cldc(X). 
(3) Cldc(X u Y )= Clec(X)u Cld~(Y). 
Pl'ooL Property (1) is obvious. Property (2) follows from Proposition 1.2. As 
concerns Property (3), we need to prove that 
["){CI,(X u Y): i<to}=N{Cl,(X): i<to}u["){Cl i (Y): i<to}. 
The inclusion _ is obvious. To see the ___-inclusion, let a ~ A{CI,(X u Y) : i < to}. 
Then, according to Proposition 2.7, there exists a sequence (ai: i < to) of elements 
of X u Y such that [a ] i  = [a~]s for all i ~ to. Without loss of generality we may 
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assume that infinitely many of the .ai's belong to X. Construct a new sequence 
(a~" n < to) as follows: 
• if ai s X, then a~ = as; 
• if a~ ~ X, then a ~ = aj where j is the least index k > i such that ak ~ X. 
Cofinality of {i: ai ~ X} in to implies that our sequence (a~" i < to) is well defined. 
As the sequence ([ai] i : i<to) is descending, [a~]i = [ai]i. Now, all a~ e X, hence, 
a ~Cldc(X). [] 
Consequently, the diagonally closed sets (characterized asthose which are closed 
in the dc-topology) are closed under finite unions and arbitrary intersections. 
In fact, one can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.9. The dc-topology is the least topology containing all topologies generated 
by E,. In fact, the union of  the bases of  topologies generated by E.  (i.e., equivalence 
classes of  E,)  form a basis for dc-topology. 
One can interpret this result as telling us that the use of the language of topology 
in our case is not misleading; the de-topology arises because the approximation is
indeed a topological (and not lattice-theoretical) phenomenon. 
Now it is time to say which are the diagonally closed sets for both examples 
considered in our introduction. Let us be a bit careful in the first example, as we 
are dealing with infinite sets now. Consider the square [0, 1) x [0, 1) (notice that we 
do not take the closed square now!) and the equivalence relations generated by the 
squares of the following partition of [0, 1): 
[0, ~), [~, ~) , . . . ,  [(2" - 1)/2", 1). 
This sequence of partitions (for each n e to) generates Cantor's topology in the 
square under consideration and the Cantor-closed sets are exactly those which are 
approximated by the sequence of closures in the consecutive quivalence relation 
topologies. One curious corollary is that the family of closed sets (approximable 
sets) is not closed under complement. This can be explained as follows: the approxi- 
mable sets are exactly those which have 'sharp edges'. It may well happen that even 
though the set possesses 'sharp edges', its complement does not! Those sets which 
are closed in the approximating topologies are both closed and open in the de- 
topology. Hence those possess 'sharp edges' and their complements also share that 
property. In general, though, this property is not shared by complements. One could 
possibly argue that the de-closed sets are exactly those which can be seen. 
In the case of the database xample, we now think about 'infinite tuples'. The 
de-closure of a set of tuples consists of those tuples which are 'very similar' to the 
tuples in X: that is, t is such a tuple if for every k<to there exists a tuple t' in X 
such that t[A1, . . . , Ak] = t'[A1, . . . , Ak]. 
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